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1. Introduction 
1.1. Let X= {jcfcn}, n=1,2,..., l^k^n, be an interpolatory matrix in 
J ? : = ( - o o , o o ) , i . e . 
(1.1) xnn < *„_!,„ xt„ < xln -= «>, n = i,2, .... 
Restricting ourselves to nodes which are uniformly bounded with «, say — 1 á x ^ S 1 , 
l^kSn, n = l, 2, ..., the behaviour of the corresponding Lagrange interpolatory 
polynomials 
(1.2) L„(f x) = Ln(f, x) = 2/(**„) U*) A = 1 
for / £ C (i.e. / is continuous on [—1, 1]) were thoroughly investigated. The first 
result is due to FABER [1] , proving that for any interpolatory matrix Xa[— 1, 1] 
there exists an f£C Such that 
(1.3) Hm \L„(f, X, x)|| = °°. lt-*oO 
Here we used the notations 
(1.4) l M x ) = lkn(x)= ^ , k = 1 , 2 , . . . , « , « = 1 ,2 , . . . 
(where a)n(X, x)=co„(x)=ca fi^x-x^), ||*(*)|| = \\g\\ = max t |g(*)| for g£C). 
Almost seventy years later the second named author in a joint paper with 
P. Erdős proved the following conjecture of ERDŐS [2]. 
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T h e o r e m 1.1 (ERDŐS and VÉRTESI [3]). For any interpolator)' matrix X in 
[—1, 1] one can find a function F(x)£C such that 
(1.5) Dm \L„{F,X,x)\ = for almost all x£[-1,1]. 
1.2. Some years ago the second of us completed the corresponding result for the 
unit circle ([4]). 
In the same paper results for the trigonometric case were proven. 
2. Infinite interval 
2.1. Contrary to the case of the finite interval we know very little on the infinite 
ones. If the nodes are unbounded, as far as we know, even the analogue of Faber 's 
result has not been proved yet. 
Generally, the corresponding theorems deal with 
a) special nodes (Laguerre or Hermite nodes, see e.g. [7]); 
b) nodes where the maximal distance of the consecutive ones tends to zero (see 
e.g. [8]); 
c) a finite interval [a, b](zR (see e.g. [9]). 
2.2. To illustrate these we quote the following statement of divergence type. 
Let X(ci) = {x^}, l^k^n, 77 = 1,2, ..., where is the fc-th root of the «-th Laguerre 
polynomial Lf(x), a > —1. 
T h e o r e m 2.1 (POVCHUN [7]). Let X=XW, a > - 1 . Then there exists a func-
tion f{x) continuous ön [0, such that 
Em | L „ ( f , X<"\ x)| a.e. on [0, ~>). n-»co 
2.3. Dealing with infinite intervals the main problem may be formulated in the 
following way. The functions F(x) serving as counter-example generally have the 
form 2 ck(Pk(x)- Here 2 I C * 1 < 0 0 a n d <Pk(x) are. uniformly bounded polynomials, 
say, in [ - 1 , 1 ] . 
On the other hand, if x—«>, even the continuity of F(x) is questionable. Of 
course, one can "cut" somehow <pk{x) but then we could not use the very useful 
property LN((pk, x)=(pk(x) if N>deg cpk. 
In this paper we were able to overcome these problems and to generalize Theo-
rem 1.1 to infinite intervals. 
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3. Results 
3.1. First let C(J? ) :={ / (x ) ; / (x ) is continuous for any x£/?}. Our main state-
ment is the following. 
T h e o r e m 3.1. For any interpolatory matrix XaR one can find a function 
F(x)£C(R) such that 
(3.1) Em \Ln(F, x)| = «> for almost all xfR. 
3.2. To prove this, first we use a special lemma which may deserve a separate 
formulation. 
L e m m a 3.2. Let e > 0 be given. Then for any interpolatory matrix XczR 
and for any fixed [a,b]<zR one can find a function Fc(x) = F(a, b, X, s, x)£C(R) 
such that 
(3.2) Em \Ln(Fc,x)\=- on S£ 
where Sta[a, b] and \Se\^b—a—s. 
3.3. Let us remark that the set of divergence in (3.1) is dense and of second cate-
gory on R. 11 
4. Proof of Lemma 3.2 
We shall use many ideas of [3], even our notations will be similar, too. 
First a simple remark. If 
(4.1) Xn(x):= 2\lk(x)\, X„:= max Ux), n = 1 , 2 , . . . , 
4 = 1 * C l * n n , x x J 
then 
(4.2) . « — 1) 2, . . . . 
x> Indeed, as ORLICZ [6] proved: 
If A is a topological space of second category, D<zA is a dense subset and {hn}, n~l,2, .... 
are continuous functions on A with 
lim hn(x) =~ whenever xdD 
n—oo 
then the set S, DczScA, 
S:= {x£A; lim h„(x) = °°} 
is dense and of second category in A. 
Now let PcR be the set for which (3.1) holds. By | / f \ P | =0, P is dense in R. If hn{x)= 
= |£„(/, x)| a.n6D=P, we obtain statement 3.3. . 
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This relation was proved by S. Bernstein and G . Faber (see e.g. NATANSON [5], 
Volume III, Ch. II, § 1). Actually, they supposed that the matrix X is contained in a 
finite interval but their proof does not use this fact. 
4.1. First let us suppose that there exists a finite interval [A, B] which contains X. 
It is enough to prove the lemma for [a, b ] ^ [ A , B]. Indeed, applying Theorem 
1.1, we obtain an F(x) which is continuous on [a, b] and for which Gin \L„(F, x) | = °° f!-*-00 
a.e. in [a, If 
' F ( a ) if 
if a g i s t , 
F(b) if x^b 
(4.3) Fe(x):= 
we obtain the lemma. (Remark that now I S ^ f e — a , moreover FE and Se do no t 
depend on e.) 
4.2. Now let us suppose that Iim [max (|x l n | , |x„„|)] = For sake of simplicity f)-»CD 
we may assume that 
(4.4) lim x l n = o° and x u < x,2 
(otherwise we can select a subsequence having this property). 
For an arbitrary sequence A„>0, An/<=°, we can construct Fe as follows. 
First, we cover all the points of X with an interval-system It of total measure ^ e . 
We suppose that x , say, is the middle point of its covering interval. Then obviously 
(4.5) 6„{e) := tmn \lln(x)\ > 0, n = 1 , 2 , . . . . x c " e 
I.e., if 
(4.6) FJx) when x£(- x n ] , 
then 
(4.7) \L1(Fc,x)\ a Ax when xfR\Ie. 
4.3. Generally, if we defined Ft on ( — x l n _ v ] (/?^2), then we define Fc 
on (— co, x l n] as follows. Let 
(4:8) Fc(x):= Fc(xlttt^) if *€[*!.„_!, a„] 
where a„ :=max (x.^, x l n_x), 11=2,3 , . . . . Considering (4.4), a ^ x ^ . So we can 




because deg / ^ s d e g ( 2 •••), moreover, we excluded a certain neighbourhood of the 
t ^ l 
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poles of the rational function appearing in (4.9). Now let 
(4.10) Fe(xln) := + 
Finally, let F£ be linear if x£[a„, xln]. By these we completed the definition of Fs 
on ( - » , x ln]. Using again (4.4), we can say that Fe is defined for any x£R, moreover 
Fe£C(— oo). Then for any xO.R\h w e have 
(4.11) \La(Ft, x)\ = \ 2 Fe(xJ lkn(x) | = |/ ln(x) Fc(xln)+ 2 - | ^ 
ft=l t = 2 
^ \hJx)\[\FJxln)\-An(e)] ^ Sn(e) [A^ + An(e)-An(e)] = An 
(see (4.5), (4.9) and (4.10)), i.e. we proved n m | I ^ ( F „ * ) | = o o on B \ / f 
CO 
(see (4.11)) which is more than stated in Lemma 3.2. 
5. A lemma 
5.1. Later we need the next 
L e m m a 5.1. If gx,g2, ...aC(R) and 
(5.1) I i E g „ ( x ) = ~ (xeB, ¡ 5 H - ) , 
n~* OO 
then for arbitrary fixed A, s and M (A, e=-0, M^l, integer) there exist a set H^B 
andanindex N^M such that |//J = e and if xf B\H then for a certain u(x) we have 
(5.2) gu(x) (x) & A where M = u(x) S N. 
(The proof of Lemma 5.1. is in [3, 4.4.13.].) 
6. Proof of Theorem 3.1 
6.1. For a fixed k,k = 1,2, ..., applying Lemma 3.2 with the cast e : = 2 _ l l _ 1 
and [a, b]:=Ik (Ik will be determined later), we get Fk£C(R), max \Fk(x)\^ 1, for 
* € Ik 
which 
IIH IA.CF*,*)! =oo if x£Tk, 
n — oo 
where Tkczlk and \Tk\^\Ik\-2-k-1 (Fk(x) and Tk correspond to 
F£(x)[ max | F t ( x ) | ] _ 1 and St, respectively). 
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Now let k=1 and :=[— 1, 1]. Using Lemma 5.1 with £„(*):= \Ln(Fx, 
A:=A1:=2, £:=sl:=2~2, M:=mx:= 1 and we get the set Sxc with 
| 5 i | s 2 — 2 _ 1 and the index such that 
(6.1) ^ ( F i . j f J I s ^ ^ l ' r t , if 
moreover Here := 1 nx and u(x) correspond to B\H. N 
and u(x), respectively). 
Now let axmin (— 1, min xnn), bi.= mrd\ (1, max xln), and let I2:= lsnsni i^n^ni 
:=[% — !, ¿i + l]. Clearly [ — 2 , 2 ] g / 2 . We can construct a polynomial <pi(x) for 
which <Pi(x in):=Fi(x in) (1 ^ i ^ n , 1 ^ n ^ r t j ) and |<Pi(x) — F x ( x ) | S l if x £ I 2 
(see [10, Part 3, Chapter 2, §3, Lemma 3]). Then, by | F x ( x ) | ^ l (xCA), 
(6.2) \(Pl(x)\ S 2 if xth. 
By <Pi(xin)=F1(.xin), (6.1) holds for <¡9!, too. Finally, let d e g ^ s i S ^ . 
Now by induction, for any fixed A: S2 , using similar arguments and the nota-
tions 
<«> I t : 
max max/:(;t), 
i + l , 2 k \ mk:=Nk-! +1, 
we get the set Skczlk, \Sk\^.2k—2~k, the index nk and a polynomial q>k(x) of degree 
^ N k for which 
(6.4) \vk(x)\s2 if x£lk, 
moreover for a certain u(x), mk^u(x)^nk, 
(6-5) |£„w(<Pk> a) | ^ Ak > k3nk-x if x£Sk. 
Let a s : = m i n (— k, min x„„), bk:= max (k , max xln) and let Ik+i\=[ak — \, 
bk +1]. Clearly [ - ( f c + 1), fc + l ] g / f t + 1 and IkQIk+1 (k=2,3,...). 
By construction we may suppose that 
(6.6) m1 < Nx < m2 n2 < N2 < . . . , 
while by (6.3) 
(6.7) / i i S f t S f t g . . . . 
6.2. Now let 
(6.8) *• ( , ) := 
and 
(6.9) 5 : = n ( U S,). 
k=l i=k 
~ First we state that C(R). To this end, let x£R be arbitrary. By [—s, 
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one can find a fixed s for which x £ / s . If we prove that F is bounded on (the closed) 
Is, then, by the continuity of cpk, F will be continuous on Is, especially at x. 
S-l oo 
Let F(x)=(2 + 2) ck<Pk(x), where ck:—(k2/-ik.1)~1. Here the first sum can 
k = 1 k = s s - l 
be estimated by 2 ck max|qjA(;t) | :=a s<«>, the second one, using that \(pk(x)\^2 
because x£Is<^Ik (see (6.4)), by 2 ¿ c f t < 2 2 k~ 2 :=2i i 2-<°° which was to be k=s k=1 proven. 
Now we prove that 
(6.10) Em \Ln(F, jc)| = » if S. 
Indeed, for any fixed x£S there exist infinitely many Sj, j=rx, r2, ..., for 
which x(zSjCz/j. For each fixedy there exists an index u} = u(x) such that by (6.5) 
(6.11) | L u j ( < p j , x ) \ ^ Aj, x£Sj, nij S Uj S rtj. 
For a fixed j (j=r1,r2, ...) we write 
L (F, x) = { 2 + 2 + 2 )ckLu.{<pk,x) := J, + J2 + J,. 
k=l k=j k=j+1 
In the first sum Lu (cpk, x) = cpk(x) because deg (p^N^Nj-^mj^Uj. 
I.e., Ji = { 2 + J 2 K < p f c : = / 4 + / 5 . Here \ J ^ 2 ck max \<pk(x)\=ci further |75|=g k = 1 k = r{ k = 1 1 
=§2 J2 ck<2E2 by \<pk(x)\^2 because x f j r QIk (see (6.4)). Thus \J1\^c/.ri+2E2. 
k=ri 1 1 
For J2, by (6.11) and (6.5) we get that ¡ J ^ A j j - ^ j l ^ j . 
oo iij 
Finally we estimate J3= 2 ck ( 2 <Pk{xn, )hu (x))- Here all the values k=j+i i=i ' J 
\<pk(xiu)\^2 by X i C[aj,bj)clj+1^lk, 1. I.e., | / 3 | ^ 2 2 ckl Ax) ^ 3 1 k=j+1 1 
=2 2 ckHj^2E2 (see (6.3) and (6.7)). 
k=j +1 
Summarizing, we get that 
|LUJ(F, x)| ^ l / a l - l / x l - W ^ j~cc,-4E2, j = r l s r2, . . . , 
which is =/'/2 if j is big enough. 
6.3. To complete the proof of the theorem we show that 
(6.12) | « \ S | = 0. 
Indeed, by (6.9), R\S=\J (R\Qk)={J Pk if &:== U Sx and Pk:=R\Qk. 
k = l k = 1 i = k 
Obviously Q^ZjQ2Z) ... which means P1aP2c.... Here \Pk\^2~k+1. Indeed, 
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considering that St overlaps [—i, /] except a set Hi of measure =2~ ' , we get that 
Qk=U Si overlaps R except the set PkQ IJ H(. Hence | A | = 2 № l = 
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i = k 
S Using A c ^ c . . . , we get that 
which was to be proven. 
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